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REPORTS
Revealing Magnetic Interactions from
Single-Atom Magnetization Curves
Focko Meier,* Lihui Zhou, Jens Wiebe,† Roland Wiesendanger
The miniaturization of magnetic devices toward the limit of single atoms calls for appropriate
tools to study their magnetic properties. We demonstrate the ability to measure magnetization curves of
individual magnetic atoms adsorbed on a nonmagnetic metallic substrate with use of a scanning
tunneling microscope with a spin-polarized tip. We can map out low-energy magnetic interactions on
the atomic scale as evidenced by the oscillating indirect exchange between a Co adatom and a
nanowire on Pt(111). These results are important for the understanding of variations that are found in
the magnetic properties of apparently identical adatoms because of different local environments.
agnetic nanostructures consisting of a
few atoms on nonmagnetic substrates
(adatoms) are explored as model systems for miniaturized data storage and spintronic
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devices and for the implementation of quantum
computing. Because these structures are well defined and controllable on the atomic scale, they are
ideally suited to study the fundamentals of magnetic interactions that are the ingredients of today’s
and future memory and computation technology.
Since the early days of modern research in
magnetism, the magnetization in response to an
external magnetic field (a magnetization curve)
has been recorded to gather information on the
basic properties of magnetic samples (1). Such
curves can be used to deduce the sample’s mag-
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netic moment and magnetic anisotropy energy.
The downscaling of samples from bulk over thin
films and nanowires to nanodots requires an everincreasing sensitivity of this method. It has been
demonstrated that x-ray absorption spectroscopy
with polarization analysis is able to measure
magnetization curves of adatoms on a nonmagnetic substrate, albeit limited to large ensembles
(2). Different approaches are potentially able to
detect individual spins with nanometer spatial
resolution ranging from magnetic resonance measurements (3) over magnetic exchange force microscopy (4) to scanning tunneling microscopy
and spectroscopy (STM and STS) (5–10). Spinaveraged STS has been used to indirectly deduce
the properties of single and coupled spins via the
Kondo effect (5), the detection of noise (6, 7), or
the observation of exchange splittings (8, 9). Inelastic electron tunneling has been adopted to measure the magnetic moments and anisotropy of
individual atoms by spin-flip spectroscopy (10).
This approach is complementary to the detection of
magnetization curves but does not provide information on the dynamics of the spin and is so far
restricted to adatoms on insulating layers. The
method of choice for various substrates, spinpolarized STS (SP-STS), has been proven to detect single spins stabilized by direct exchange to
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structure of a group II intron from an ancient
lineage is therefore notable because it may represent a glimpse of the primordial catalyst that
triggered the evolution of diverse life forms on
Earth.

(anti)ferromagnetic layers (11, 12). However, the
important step to individual spins in a nonmagnetic
surrounding has been lacking because of the
experimental challenge posed by spin instability.
We demonstrate the direct detection of the
magnetization of single adatoms on a nonmagnetic metallic substrate as a function of an external magnetic field by SP-STS. Cobalt adatoms
were used on a strongly polarizable platinum(111)
substrate, forming large effective magnetic moments of about 5 Bohr magnetons (mB) with a
strong out-of-plane anisotropy (2). Our intent is
to measure the magnetic interaction between
stripes of one atomic layer Co grown at room
temperature (13) and the individual Co adatoms
deposited at about 25 K on the bare Pt(111) (Fig. 1)
(14, 15). The monolayer (ML) stripes, which have
→
a magnetization, M ML , perpendicular to the surface (13), serve as the calibration standard for the
magnetic properties of the SP-STM tip. When we
use out-of-plane-oriented tips, the up and down
domains exhibit a different spin-resolved dI/dV
signal as seen in Fig. 1. It is then possible to
characterize the spin polarization and magne→
tization, M T , of the foremost tip atom acting as
a detector for the magnetization of the adatom,
→
M A (fig. S1). The dI/dV signal recorded above a
particular adatom is sensitive to the relative
→
→
orientation of M T and M A (16),
→ →
dI=dV ºðdI=dV Þ0 þ ðdI=dV ÞSP M T ˙ M A ð1Þ
where the first term and the second term represent the bias-voltage-dependent spin-averaged
and spin-resolved parts of dI/dV, respectively.
The dI/dV signal is averaged over about 10 ms.
dI/dVas a function of an external magnetic field,
→
B , is thus a direct measure for the component of
→
the time-averaged magnetization 〈M A 〉 in the outof-plane direction.
→
Before analyzing the B -dependent magnetization of single adatoms, their exact location with
respect to the underlying substrate has to be determined. The Co adatoms can sit on either hexagonal close-packed (hcp) or face-centered cubic
(fcc) lattice sites, which are unambiguously distinguishable by their dI/dV at small negative bias
voltages (Fig. 2A inset and fig. S2). In the dI/dV
curves, the fcc adatoms show a characteristic
peak at about −0.05 V below the Fermi level EF (V =
0 V), which is shifted slightly downward for
→
hcp adatoms. When B is reversed from −0.3 T to
+0.3 T, this peak strongly changes intensity be→
→
cause of the alignment of 〈M A 〉 with B , leading
→
to parallel and antiparallel orientation of 〈 M A 〉
→ →
and M T (M T is constant as shown in fig. S1). Similar intensity changes can be observed in nearly the
entire voltage range and can be quantified by the
magnetic asymmetry Amagn = (dI/dVp − dI/dVap)/
(dI/dVp + dI/dVap), where dI/dVp and dI/dVap are
the curves for parallel and antiparallel orientation,
respectively (Fig. 2B). The strongest asymmetry
occurs at the energy of the prominent peak below
EF, proving that this adatom state is strongly spinpolarized. Because this state is sensitive to the
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Fig. 1. Overview of the sample of individual Co adatoms on the Pt(111) surface (blue) and Co ML stripes
(red and yellow) attached to the step edges (STM topograph colorized with the simultaneously recorded
spin-polarized
→ dI/dV map measured with an STM tip magnetized antiparallel to the surface normal). An
external B can be applied perpendicular to the sample surface in order to change the magnetization of
→
→
→
→
→
adatoms MA , ML stripes MML , or tip MT . The ML appears red when MML is parallel to MT and yellow when
→
→
MML is antiparallel to MT . (Tunneling parameters are as follows: I = 0.8 nA, V = 0.3 V, modulation voltage
Vmod = 20 mV, T = 0.3 K.)

Fig. 2. Spin-polarized dI/dV
curves from individual Co adatoms. (A) Curves measured
on an hcp and on an fcc adatom by using the→same tip
as in fig. S1 with B as indicated (averages from six single curves, fcc curves are
offset for clarity). The timeaveraged magnetization of the
→
adatoms
〈MA 〉 is aligned with
→
B , resulting in a change in
the dI/dV curve depending→on
the relative
orientation of 〈MA 〉
→
and M T as indicated. a.u., arbitrary units. (Inset) Topograph
colorized with simultaneously
recorded dI/dV map at Vstab =
−0.1 V of an area with two
hcp (orange) and two fcc
(blue) adatoms. (B) Magnetic asymmetry (Amagn) calculated from the curves of (A).
(Tunneling parameters are as
follows: Istab = 1 nA, Vstab =
0.6 V, Vmod = 10 mV, T = 0.3 K.)
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Fig. 3. (A and B) Topographs of an area with several
adatoms colorized with the spin-polarized dI/dV map
→
at B = −0.5 T parallel to the tip magnetization MT (A)
→
and B = +0.5 T antiparallel to MT (B) (T = 0.3 K). (C)
Magnetization curves from the same adatom taken
at different temperatures as indicated (dots).
→
Reversal of MT is corrected (fig. S3). The solid lines
are fits to the data (see text). The insets show the
resulting histograms of the fitted magnetic moments
(in mB) for the same 11 adatoms at T = 4.2 K (black)
and at 0.3 K (red) (top histogram) and for 38 hcp
(orange) and 46 fcc (blue) adatoms at 0.3 K (bottom
histogram, fcc bars stacked on hcp). (D) Magnetization curves of four adatoms at 0.3 K with fit curves
and resulting Bsat of 99% saturation. The inset shows
the histogram of Bsat (in T) for the same adatoms
used in the lower histogram in (C) (fcc bars stacked
on hcp). [Curves in (C) and (D) are offset for clarity.
Tunneling parameters are as follows: I = 0.8 nA, V =
0.3 V, Vmod = 20 mV.]

lattice site of the adatom and to its spin orientation, it is not suited to separate structural and
magnetic contributions. Instead, the dI/dV signal
at +0.3 V has a small but sufficient asymmetry
with negligible influence of the lattice site and
→
→
will be used to record 〈M A 〉 as a function of B .
Focusing first on isolated adatoms [mean
nearest neighbor distance of 2.4 ± 1 nm (SEM)]
that are more than 8 nm distant from the ML, Fig.
3, A and B, shows dI/dV maps recorded at −0.5 T
and +0.5 T. As in the dI/dV curves, the dI/dV
signal on the adatoms is reduced for antiparallel
→
→
configuration of 〈 M A 〉 and M T . Similar dI/dV
→
maps have been recorded at different B , which
was varied in small steps from −7.5 T to +7.5 T
and back to −7.5 T. The dI/dV signal was
averaged above individual adatoms (about 0.25
→
nm2) and plotted as a function of B (Fig. 3C). The
magnetization curves are shifted slightly to the
right because of the residual stray field of the
→
tip, B T (fig. S3A).
We observed S-shaped curves for both temperatures but with strongly different saturation fields,
Bsat ≈ 5 T (T = 4.2 K) and Bsat ≈ 0.3 T (T = 0.3 K).
→
No signs of hysteresis are observed; that is, M A behaves paramagnetically and statistically switches
between up and down with a rate much faster
than the current time resolution of the experiment
(>100 Hz). It has been reported that Co adatoms
on Pt(111) have a large out-of-plane magnetocrystalline anisotropy of K = 9.3 meV per atom (at
5.5 K), corresponding to an energy barrier be→
tween up- and downward pointing M A of about
100 K (2). Because our lowest temperature is 350
times smaller, we can exclude thermally induced
→
switching of M A across such a barrier (17). Thus,
if the description in (2) is correct, our results imply the dominance of a temperature-independent

84

switching process, for example, quantum tunneling of the magnetization or current-induced magnetization switching by inelastic processes.
In order to gain information on the magnetic
moment, m, we fitted the measured magnetization curves. It is interesting to evaluate whether
a quasi-classical description is appropriate (2)
because the magnetization is that of an individual atom averaged over a time window without ensemble averaging. We thus calculate MA
by using a magnetic energy function E(q,B) =
−m(B − BT)cosq − K(cosq)2, where q is the
→
angle between the magnetic moment and B .
We numerically fit the magnetization curves by
variation of m, of the saturation magnetization,
Msat, and of the tip stray field, BT. Because of
the lack of a hard axis magnetization curve, K is
not an appropriate independent fit parameter.
Therefore, a fixed value K = 9.3 meV is taken
(2). The corresponding fit curves in Fig. 3C
excellently reproduce the single-atom magnetization curves. Probably a strong hybridization of
the adatom states with the Pt bands leads to a
quasi-classical behavior of the total magnetic moment (2, 18).
Similar magnetization curves as in Fig. 3C
have been recorded by using several tips for
about 80 different adatoms showing qualitatively
the same paramagnetic shape. The insets contain
the histograms of the fitted m. Surprisingly, the
variance in m for the same adatoms increases
notably at T = 0.3 K. The bottom histogram
indicates a broad distribution from about 2mB to
6mB with arithmetic means of mhcp = (3.9 ± 0.2)mB
and mfcc = (3.5 ± 0.2)mB. These are larger than
the 4.2 K values [mhcp = (3.0 ± 0.3)mB and mfcc =
(3.1 ± 0.1)mB] (19). Figure 3D shows the measured magnetization curves and the correspond-
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ing fits of four different adatoms where the
variance in m is visible as a spreading in the
saturation fields Bsat.
Because the peculiar spreading in the fitted m
is obtained similarly for hcp and fcc adatoms, we
can exclude an adsorption-site-induced variance
in the magnetic moment. Another reason for variance can be electronic substrate inhomogeneity
because of the subsurface-defect scattering seen
in Fig. 1 (20). However, this is very unlikely: (i)
There is no obvious correlation between m and
the scattering-state distribution; (ii) the variance
in m is strongly increased for lower temperature,
whereas the scattering states remain unaffected.
Thus, we propose that the variation in m is induced by a magnetic interaction between the adatoms with an energy scale of about kB · 0.3 K =
25 meV. From the spreading of Bsat found in the
histogram in Fig. 3D (0.2 T to 0.7 T), we get a
rough estimate for the interaction strength J =
m.(0.7 T − 0.2 T)/2 ≈ 50 meV (m = 3.7mB). This is
consistent with an increased variance only at very
low temperatures. Direct exchange and dipolar
interactions can be neglected because of the large
separation of the adatoms. Therefore, we assume
that indirect exchange via the Pt substrate is
responsible for the variance.
If this hypothesis is true, a long-range coupling between the adatoms and the ML is expected. Focusing on adatoms close to the right of
the ML, Fig. 4A shows the magnetization curve
of a particular ML stripe and of an adatom with a
distance of d ≈ 1.5 nm. The ML shows a regular
squarelike hysteresis corresponding to ferromagnetic behavior. In the down sweep (blue curve),
its magnetization switches from up (high signal)
to down (low signal) at B = −0.5 T, and in the up
sweep (red curve) it switches from down to up at
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+0.5 T. The adatom behaves completely different than the previously described distant ones.
In the down sweep, its magnetization switches
from up to down already at large positive B =
+0.7 T (see arrow). It then switches back to up
simultaneously with the reversal of the stripe at
−0.5 T. Only at −0.7 T is the adatom magnetization again forced into the down state (see arrow).
The same behavior is observed for the up sweep
but now with the stripe magnetization pointing
downward and the adatom magnetization pointing
upward at zero field. The adatom feels an antiferromagnetic (AF) coupling to the stripe, which
is broken by an exchange bias of Bex = ± 0.7 T
corresponding to an interaction energy of J =
−m · Bex ≈ −150 meV (m = 3.7 mB). The magnetization curve of a more distant adatom shows
a ferromagnetic (F) coupling (Fig. 4B); that is,
the adatom magnetization is forced parallel to the
stripe at zero field (J > 0). An even more distant
adatom (Fig. 4C) again is antiferromagnetically
coupled but with a lower Bex smaller than the
stripe coercivity (see arrows).
The interaction energies J(d) determined from
similar magnetization curves of many adatoms
are plotted in Fig. 4D. A damped oscillatory
behavior, which is reminiscent of RudermanKittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY)–like exchange, is
observed (21–23). Note that dipolar coupling
(black line) is always AF and negligible. Therefore, we conclude that the interaction is due to
indirect exchange via the Pt electrons. In order
to test whether an RKKY description is appropriate, Fig. 4D shows corresponding fits

to the data points using range functions J(d) =
J0 · cos(2·kF·d )/(2·kF·d)D with different assumed
dimensionalities, D (24, 25). A good agreement is
found for D = 1 and a wavelength of lF = 2p/kF ≈
3 nm, corresponding to an oscillation period of
the exchange energy of 1.5 nm.
A dimensionality below 2 is indeed expected
if the interaction is dominated by surface-related
[two-dimensional (2D)] states and the superposition of the contributions from all Co atoms along
the stripe edge attenuates the decay. This conclusion is analogous to the case of the exchange interaction between ferromagnetic layers separated
by nonmagnetic metallic spacer layers, where the
dominating states are bulk (3D) states, and the
summation over the atoms in the layer can result
in a 2D asymptotic behavior (26). Furthermore,
the period of the measured oscillation leads to a
lF that is a factor of 2 to 6 larger than typical
Fermi wavelengths of the Pt(111) surface (20).
We anticipate that effects similar to those found
in layered systems explaining the long-period
oscillation (26) also play a crucial role in the
stripe-adatom interaction.
Our method not only reveals the magnetization of individual adatoms but also detects magnetic interactions with atomic resolution at an
energy scale of 10 meV. An increase in the time
resolution should allow for the investigation of
the dynamics in single and coupled spin systems
(27). Together with the STM’s ability to assemble
nanometer-sized objects adatom by adatom, our
method may be suitable for the fabrication and
investigation of magnetic nanostructures on vari-
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Fig. 4. Magnetic exchange between adatoms and ML stripe.
(A to C) Magnetization curves measured on the ML (straight
lines) and on the three adatoms (dots) A, B, and C visible in the
inset topograph of (D). The blue color indicates the down sweep
from B = +1 T to −1 T (and red, the up sweep from −1 T to +1 T)
(dI/dV signal on ML inverted for clarity). The vertical arrows
indicate the exchange bias field, Bex, which is converted into
the exchange energy (using m = 3.7mB) for the corresponding
magenta points in the plot (D). (Tunneling parameters are as
follows: I = 0.8 nA, V = 0.3 V, Vmod = 20 mV, T = 0.3 K.) (D)
Dots show measured exchange energy as a function of distance
from ML as indicated by the arrow in the inset (about 50° to
[112]). The black line is the dipolar interaction calculated
from the stray field of a 10-nm-wide stripe with saturation
magnetization 1.3 × 106 A/m. The red, blue, and green lines
are fits to 1D, 2D, and 3D range functions for indirect exchange. Horizontal error bars are due to the roughness of the
Co-ML-stripe edge, whereas the vertical ones are due to the
uncertainty in Bex.

ous substrates as metallic, semiconducting (9), or
thin insulating layers (10).
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The Roles of Subsurface Carbon
and Hydrogen in Palladium-Catalyzed
Alkyne Hydrogenation
Detre Teschner,1* János Borsodi,1,2 Attila Wootsch,2 Zsolt Révay,2 Michael Hävecker,1
Axel Knop-Gericke,1 S. David Jackson,3 Robert Schlögl1
Alkynes can be selectively hydrogenated into alkenes on solid palladium catalysts. This process
requires a strong modification of the near-surface region of palladium, in which carbon (from
fragmented feed molecules) occupies interstitial lattice sites. In situ x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopic measurements under reaction conditions indicated that much less carbon was
dissolved in palladium during unselective, total hydrogenation. Additional studies of hydrogen
content using in situ prompt gamma activation analysis, which allowed us to follow the hydrogen
content of palladium during catalysis, indicated that unselective hydrogenation proceeds on
hydrogen-saturated b-hydride, whereas selective hydrogenation was only possible after decoupling
bulk properties from the surface events. Thus, the population of subsurface sites of palladium,
by either hydrogen or carbon, governs the hydrogenation events on the surface.
fundamental understanding of catalytic
reactions requires a “bottom-up” approach
using surface-science experiments and
theoretical calculations to provide insights into
surface dynamics and adsorbed species, their
coverage, and possible reaction paths. For simple heterogeneous catalytic systems (such as
ammonia synthesis and CO oxidation), the level
of characterization approaches the point where
rational insights into the design of the catalyst
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become feasible (1). Experimental studies have
been aided by instrumental modifications that
allow many surface-science techniques that typically are used under high-vacuum conditions to
be used at modest pressures of reactants over the
catalysts.
The presumed simplification of most studies
is that the bulk of the catalyst, the part of the
active sample below the surface, is “frozen” and
can be neglected. Although heterogeneous catalytic conversion is a surface process, there is
accumulating evidence, particularly from experiments applying in situ functional analysis, that
the bulk and especially the subsurface region
(the few layers below the surface) can play a
key role in surface events. Reaction conditions
(such as temperature and the ambient reactive

Fig. 1. Catalytic 1-pentyne gas-phase
hydrogenation as a function of pH2.
(A) Selectivity for the two main reaction paths on Pd black; experiments
were carried out in a closed-loop circulation setup. Hydrogenation selectivity is a strong function of pH2. Solid
and open stars mark pressures at which
XPS experiments were carried out. P,
pressure; T, temperature. (B and C)
Corresponding Pd 3d5/2 XP spectra
recorded under hydrogenation conditions for Pd foil and black, respectively, using 720-eV excitation energy.
The Pd component at 335 eV corresponds to bulk, metallic Pd, whereas the
higher binding-energy peak (dashed line) represents the sum of adsorbateinduced surface core-level shift components and PdC. The reaction selectivity
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gas) may not only reconstruct the top surface
layer, but also may create added rows and valleys of atoms (2, 3) or even massively change
the whole morphology of the catalytic particles
(4). Atoms that are part of the catalytic feed can
dissolve in metallic particles, and can change the
electronic structure of the surface (5, 6), and dissolved species can even participate in the reaction (7). Here, we present a still relatively simple
but industrially relevant case, alkyne hydrogenation on palladium, in which different subsurface species define which of the possible
reaction paths dominates the overall reaction.
Many studies have addressed the question of
how to selectively hydrogenate a certain functional group. A hydrocarbon with a carboncarbon triple bond can be hydrogenated partially
to the alkene or fully to the alkane. We have explored why palladium can selectively hydrogenate alkynes to alkenes, when Pd itself is usually
even more active in hydrogenating the corresponding alkene to the alkane. The typical explanation (8) is that the difference in the heat of
adsorption of the feed alkyne and of the partial
hydrogenation product alkene forces the intermediate product alkene to desorb and become
replaced by the incoming alkyne of the feed.
However, 30 years ago, Al-Ammar et al. (9)
demonstrated that, contrary to thermodynamic
factors, ethylene could be adsorbed on a catalyst
of Pd supported on silica while acetylene was
present in the gas phase. This is possible because the surface of catalysts is usually heterogeneous and can have discrete sites that facilitate
selective adsorption. Furthermore, many research
groups have suggested that carbonaceous deposits formed during reaction might substantially
affect selectivity [(10, 11) and references therein].
Alkyne hydrogenation usually goes through an

correlates with PdC: Selective hydrogenation occurs when the Pd peak is dominated by PdC, whereas total hydrogenation prevails on Pd containing much less
C incorporated in the top few atomic layers. a.u., arbitrary units.
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assume K ≈ 1 meV in order to reproduce the value of m
given in (2).
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